Trunk = "Done" branch. No Junk on the Trunk!

Publish to trunk whenever story is Done

Release after each sprint

Team A
Policy: Unit tested

Merge from trunk to work ("catch up") every day

Resolve conflicts on work branch immediately when discovered

Each team has Work branch, for work in progress

Team B
Policy: Unit tested

Trunk
Policy: Releasable

Sprint 1

Day 1
Book

Day 2

Day 3
Invoice

Day 4

Day 5
Cancel

Day 6

1.0.0

Sprint 2

Release 1.0
Policy: Releasable, no new features

Book

Invoice

Cancel

Withdraw

1.0.0

Release after each sprint

Merge from trunk to work every day

Create release branch only if patch is needed

Merge to trunk right after releasing patch

(patch)

If this picture is confusing to you, don’t worry, just read the paper.
If this picture is obvious to you, don’t bother reading the paper.

http://www.infoq.com/articles/agile-version-control